Wedding albums

There is no better way to remember your wedding than in
an album. Therefore I recommend to do something more
with your photos. Where you can tell the whole story.
The inbetween shots. The details. Your family and friends.
Everything that makes your wedding yours.
You can not do that with one photo on the wall or in a
folder on your computer.
There is a lot of work producing an album with your story.
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Prices depends on quality, number of spreads etc.

About the Albums
You will be delighted at the gorgeous look and exquisite hand
feel of our albums and presentation boxes. From the exquisite acid-free fine art archival paper to sumptuous handcrafted
leather and linen covers, we use only the best hand-selected
materials.
The albums truly stand the test of time. Whether your treasured photo books grace a table in your home, or are presented to
esteemed guests and loved ones, you can be proud of preserving
your memories for generations to come in the highest quality
possible.

ArtBook
Pure beauty, style and craftsmanship come together impeccably in our fine art
photography books. The ArtBook is made from single sheets printed one by
one, carefully inspected and folded by hand. Advanced pigment Giclée printing
on superior quality paper, bound in highest grade textiles, renders your photos
into a fully archival, museum-grade product.
Your Artbook comes with our handmade linen presentation box, pouch, cotton
gloves and care instructions. Three premium paper choices are available.

AriaBook
AriaBook are printed on the best traditional lab photo paper which is known for
it’s beautiful surface, great depth of co-lour, durability and scratch resistace.
Ariabooks have thin yet lovely stiff pages and can accommodate up to 75 spreads
(150 pages).
AriaBook PLUS –The AriaBook can be upgraded to PLUS to include an added
presentation box and choice of leather cover. AriaBook Plus offers up to
45 spreads and other sizes.
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Fine ArtBook Papers
Matte Paper
The clean, white matte paper renders superior image
sharpness and an ultra-smooth surface. The extra
weight gives this paper a soft, sumptuous feel and appearance as well as deep and crisp colours. Pages have
a semi stiff feel to them. This type of book is great for
negative space designs and subtle photography.

Matte Cotton Rag
Cotton rag is preferred by photographers for high qual-ity art prints. The fine, slightly textured surface and
feel of this paper is ideal for printing black and white
and colour photographs, as well as art reproductions,
with impressive pictorial depth.

Hahnemuhle Baryta
Hahnemuhla is a 400-year-old German paper mill,
and their Baryta coated fibre papers have a unique
look and feel which have become the standard for fine
art pho-tographers worldwide. The Baryta coating
renders the greatest detail and definition, an extended
tonal range, and excellent archival properties.

Fine Art Presentation Boxes
Give your fine art prints the long-term protection they re-quire
and the handsome presentation they deserve. Our handmade
fine art print boxes offer superior look, feel and construction.
Available as either a clamshell box with dis-crete magnets, or
a lidded box with separate lid, the fine art presentation box is
expertly crafted from rigid wooden board and covered with one
of many gorgeous linens in our collection.
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Customation
The producers personalized attention to each
and every project, so your customised cover will
exceed expectations. Customisation delivers
an extra, personal touch that will delight you for
years to come. Choose one or multiple customisation features, including:

Embossing

Laser Etching

Embossing is a process of stamping the
fabric with letter blocks at great pressure
and temperature. We use one sans serif
font which is 1cm high. Available in plain
or gold/silver/white colour.

By using focused laser beam, we are able to
burn into the fabric, wood or leather. The
final effect depends on several vari-ables
including fabric type. We recommend it
for wood/leather and colibri linens.

Photostripe or 3/4 stripe

Full Photocover

A great blend of linen and photocover.
Photo part of the cover has a scratch free
laminate on top for durability. The 3/4
ver-sion of the stripe extends to the front
cor-ners of the book.

Instead of linen your book can have a
pho-tocover fully protected with a scratch
free laminate.

embossing • laser etching • cameo
photo stripe • full photo cover • overprint

CAMEO - This is a special
cut in window in the cover
containing a picture covered with a special scratch
free laminate. The linen
is carefully wrapped to
the inside for perfect
presentation.

Hard spine of linen finish covers

Leather spine

Square corner of linen covers

Embossing on leather

Quality of corner finish

ArtBook (Matte paper)
30×30 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 60 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 8.000 SEK
from 4.000 SEK
300 SEK

20×20 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 60 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 6.500 SEK
from 2.900 SEK
250 SEK

(Matte Cotton Rag ArtBook)
30×30 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 35 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 13.000 SEK
from 8.000 SEK
400 SEK

(Hahnemuhle Baryta ArtBook)
30×30 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 35 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 15.000 SEK
from 10.000 SEK
450 SEK

Prices
The choices are endless. Size, color, fabric, paper or spreads.
It’s your choice.

AriaBook
30×30 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 75 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 7.000 SEK
from 3.500 SEK
250 SEK

25×25 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 75 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 6.500 SEK
from 2.900 SEK
200 SEK

20×20 cm

Starting price with 15 spreads (max 75 spreads)
Following copies (15 spreads)
Extra spreads

1st copy from 6.000 SEK
from 2.500 SEK
200 SEK

The ArtBook albums are hand made with high quality fine art paper. The AriaBook have great qualitiy but with a lab photo paper,
smooth (lustre) och textured (silk).
All albums has lay-flat spreads. Let me help you with your
choises. All prices are excl shipping. 1st copy is design incl.
Customations (embossing, laser etching etc) are additional.

Mickael Tannus Photography AB - 2017
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